POPPIES DAY
EAST
West

Divano ADAR in velluto stampato a papaveri multicolori VANCOUVER, cuscini in jacquard microighi effetto 3D VALDEZ e tenda a frange VASTO (p.26). Specchio FRAME MIDORI in jacquard double face con effetto chevron VERNAL (p.28). Tutti i tessuti sono in Trevira CS (frame retardant). Tappeto shag di vissuta rosata NIRSA (p.26, 28, 30, 32, 35, 36).

Divano modulare TEKTONIK e in velluto stampato a papaveri multicolori VANCOUVER; paravento LEVANTE in velluto a coste COOMBA e tenda in garza stampata a papaveri giganti VIESTMANN (p.28). Cuscini in cinghia rigata VOLterra e in velluto a coste COOMBA (p.28, 30). Tavolini rotondi HOLLY GLASS (p.28, 35).

Pouf DIAMANTE (p.30), divano modulare TEKTONIK e cuscini (p.30, 32) in due freschi toni di fiammato double face VULCANO, accostati a pouf DIAMANTE e in velluto stampato a papaveri multicolori VANCOUVER. Pouf in garza con stampa effetto maglia fiammata VITTORIA (p.30).

Lampada in lana intrecciata a mano THEA KUTA (p.34). Poltrona DANIELA in tessuto Trevira CS (frame retardant) reversibile VERNAL, con effetto chevron multicolor su fondo sfumato chiaro/scuro (p.30).

Divano modulare TEKTONIK e cuscini microflamma bianco/nero e nero/bianco VILLASIMIUS. Specchio FRAME MIDORI in velluto a coste COOMBA. Tappeto stampato Jacobsen (p.32) e tele bagno velluto tinto filo chevron effetto 3D BASIL (p.54).

Seduta TOP4 e pouf DIAMANTE in jacquard tinto filo, maco fiammato bianconero, VALLAURESS. Paravento LEVANTE in tessuto effetto tricot a motivo farfalle VIENTIANE. Vasi in ceramiche JAR GOMITOLO (p.22).

South

Divano outdoor TIAMAT NEV in (p.42, 44, 45) e cuscini (p.46) in maniglia stoffa fiammata multicolori VILLAHOMOSA. Cuscini, ombrelloni (p.49) e lettoni (p.50) in tessuto rigato tinto massa VALDEMORO. Telo mare leggero in lino/tondo boucic rigato con frange VIETTORE (p.49, 50, 55). Pouf cubo falso unico effect SUEZ (p.50).

Chaise-longue JALAMAR OUTDOOR e cuscino in tessuto stampa rigato effetto chevron AWLUSH; JALAMAR OUTDOOR in panama stampa farfalle flaminghe multicolori VILLAHOMOSA (p.52).

Pouf NAP in chevron tinta unità VARDEROS e stoffa rigata tesa a mano VALLNARR (p.55). Tutti i tessuti sono outdoor.

Tenda jactund tinto filo rigato VIGNOLA (p.46). Tenda in garza stampa digitale maco fiammato VALLADOLID (p.48, 60). Cuscini, frangia in spugna, rigato VIVIETTE (p.52, 70, 76).

Poltrona con legno rigato (p.54, 55) in cuoio intrecciato a mano CORDULA.

Paravento LEVANTE in jacquard tinto filo chevron con irisée VINCI (p.56, 62, 63). Cuscini microflamma color noce VILLASIMIUS. Specchio FRAME MIDORI in velluto a coste COOMBA e in velluto stampato a papaveri multicolori VANCOUVER. Pouf in garza con stampa effetto maglia fiammata VITTORIA (p.30).

Lampada in lana intrecciata a mano THEA KUTA (p.34). Poltrona DANIELA in tessuto Trevira CS (frame retardant) reversibile VERNAL, con effetto chevron multicolor su fondo sfumato chiaro/scuro (p.30).

Divano modulare TEKTONIK e cuscini microflamma bianco/nero e nero/bianco VILLASIMIUS. Specchio FRAME MIDORI in velluto a coste COOMBA. Tappeto stampato Jacobsen (p.32) e tele bagno velluto tinto filo chevron effetto 3D BASIL (p.54).

Seduta Top4 e pouf DIAMANTE in jacquard tinto filo, maco fiammato bianconero, VALLAURESS. Paravento LEVANTE in tessuto effetto tricot a motivo farfalle VIENTIANE. Vasi in ceramiche JAR GOMITOLO (p.22).
**NORTH P.6**

Modular sofa NAP in yarn dyed flame jacquard VISBY. Small and large candles GOMITOLO and CHEVRON (p.6).

MORFED bed and cushion in false-plain MOOMBA (p.8, 12). Black & white flame digital print duvet cover and pillowcases in fine muslin cotton VERUSKA; cushions with embroidered butterflies on flames VINDEEL and print on fine muslin cotton VANA (p.8). Black & white yarn dyed macro flame Jacquard throw with fringe SIGMUND (p.8).

Black & white bathrobe in loop pile terry with geometric pattern VINIGO; beach towel (p.10) and towels (p.10, 11) in yarn dyed velour with multicolour macro chevron VICTOR; yarn dyed velour cover towel VANNI (p.10).

Cotton percale duvet cover and pillowcases with bold macro chevron and knit print VINIDIO; flame print pillowcases in fine muslin cotton VERUSKA. Fringed throw VISAL and in yarn dyed cotton; jacquard; hand tufted wool rug with black & white flame VALDIVA (p.12).

VINIGO chairs in yarn dyed chevron) jacquard VITIM with 3D effect; cushion in false-plain MOOMBA and in rice-grain stitch knit VELIDHOO; candle CHEVRON (p.15). Side table in solid turned acacia wood CEDAR SPOOL (p.15, 16) and macro knit wool rug PEREIRA (p.15, 18, 22).

Adjustable lounger JALAMAR in yarn dyed multicolour jacquard chevron VALLAUS; gradient stitch knit, boiled wood effect VALLAUS (p.16).

GRAVITA armchair and cushion in yarn dyed stripe velvet VANJUTA; GRAVITA sofa and cushions in gradient knit stitch, boiled wool effect VALLAUS; embroidered cushions with flame butterfly VERMILLION and in rice-grain stitch knit VELIDHOO (p.16). Gauze curtain with multicolour butterflies print VOLGA (p.18, 21).

Yarn dyed jacquard throw with fringe VENERE (p.20) and shag pile hand woven wool chevron rug VEUILL (p.20, 21). Chairs and stools with hand-woven leather cord CORDULA (p.21).

Chair TOPA and DIAMANTE pouf in yarn dyed multicolour macro flame jacquard VALLAUS; LEVANTE screen in tricot effect fabric with butterflies print VENITANE. Ceramic vases JAR GOMITOLO (p.22).

**WEST P.24**


Modular sofa TEKTONIK and cushion in multicolour poppies print on velvet VANCOUVER; LEVANTE screen in wide rib velvet COOMBA and gauze curtain with oversized poppies WESTMANN (p.28). Cushions in striped chenille VOLTERNA and in wide rib velvet COOMBA (p.28, 30). Round sidetables HOLLY GLASS (p.28, 35).

DIAMANTE pouf (p.30), modular sofa TEKTONIK and cushions (p.30, 32) in two fresh tones reversible flame VULCANO, alongside DIAMANTE pouf and cushion in multicolour poppies print on velvet VANCOUVER. Gauze throw with knit effect print VITTORIA (p.30).

Hand woven extra fine merino wool pendant lamp THEA KUTA (p.34). DANIELA chair in Trevira CS (flame retardant) fabric VERNAL featuring a reversible multicolour chevron on dark/light gradient background (p.35).

Modular sofa TEKTONIK and black & white macro flame cushions VILLASIMIUS, FRAMED MIRROR in yarn dyed macro flame reversible VILLASIMIUS (p.38). All fabrics are Jacquard VALLAUS. MISTER stools in linen canvas with macro flame black & white print NEUSS (p.38).

**SOUTH P.40**

TIMAT NEY outdoor sofa (p.42, 44, 45) and cushions (p.46) in basket weave fabric with multicolour butterflies print VILLAFERMA.

Cushions (p.46), parasols (p.49) and loungers (p.50) in batch-dyed stripe VALDEMODRO. Light linen/cotton boucle striped throw with fringe VITTORIE (p.48, 50, 55). Cube pouf in basket weave effect false plain SUEZ (p.50).

JALAMAR OUTDOOR adjustable lounger and cushion in stripe terrycloth with jacquard effect chevron VILLAUDURO; JALAMAR OUTDOOR in basket weave fabric with multicolour butterflies print VILLAFERMA (p.52).

NAP pouf in plain chevron VARADERO and hand woven stripe mat VALLALE (p.55). All fabric are outdoor grade.

Stripe jacquard curtain in yarn dyed VIGNOLA (p.45, 46) and cushion in digital printed gauze with macro butterflies VALLADILLO (p.48, 46). Stripe fringed cushions in loop pile terry VIVIETTE (p.52, 70, 76).

CORDULA hand-woven leather low chairs and footstools (p.54, 55). LEVANTE screen in iridescent yarn dyed chevron Jacquard VINCIN (p.64, 62, 63). Iridescent micro stripe cushion VERNAZZA (p.54, 62) and beach towel in yarn dyed velour with 3D effect chevron VASOLO (p.64).

Modular seat TOPA in printed matt-shine micro cheque satin with butterflies VERDE (p.60) and in iridescent yarn dyed chevron Jacquard VINCIN (p.66, 58). MISS chairs in two fresh tones reversible flame VULCANO (p.66, 60, 63). DRUM pendant lamp in yarn dyed raschel knit with raffia VARI; cushions in reversible jacquard with lurex and in two-colour ribbed velvet RAFRA (p.56). Waves candle TORRA (p.58) and yarn ball shaped candles GOMITOLO (p.58, 69).

Knitted chevron throw with fringe VIRNA on 3D bubble quilted velvet VELLETRI (p.59).

Cushions in two fresh tones reversible jacquard flame VULCANO and in wide ribbed velvet COOMBA (p.64, 65, 66, 67). Duvet cover, pillowcases and cushions in fine muslin cotton with flame print VERA (p.66).

Towels and bathrobe in yarn dyed chevron velour VANNI (p.68). Duvet cover and polycottons in cotton twill with soft torched chevron VENTINO (p.69).

PETAL lounger in polyethylene, beach towel in yarn dyed velour mouliné VERA (p.70).

Duvet cover, polycottons and cushions in fine muslin cotton with soft toned digital print poppies VILIANTE; fitted sheet in dyed and overprinted percale cotton. JODI quilt in ivory satin with blurred chevron embroidery VIRGINIA (p.72).

Towels in false uni velour 3D chevron REX and large floral bath mat in tufted terrycloth VELERAN (p.74).

DANIELA chair (p.80) and cushions in yarn dyed Jacquard stripe VERONA (p.81), low cylinder pouf in 3D bubble quilted velvet VELLETRI; black weave throw with fringe JOKER and hand tufted floral rug VIGEANO (p.80).

VINIL sofa (p.92, 94, 89) and cushions in reversible figi coupled with jacquard textured poppies VALMADIERA (p.94, 88) and in reversible jacquard with stems VERBANIA (p.98); cushions in reversible chevron VAREGIO (p.94, 85) and in embroidered viscose and tulle with fringe VERBENA (p.98).

Duvet cover and pillowcases in printed satin with poppies print VENICIA, LEVANTE screen and cushion in yarn dyed pendant lamp in VERBENA (p.86).

Loop pile yarn dyed stripe terrycloth with fringe VIVIETTE and velour with 3D effect multicolour chevron VASILU (p.87, 79). Round chairs with hand-woven leather cord CORDULA (p.97).

DANIELA chair (p.80) and cushions in yarn dyed jacquard stripe VERONA (p.81), low cylinder pouf in 3D bubble quilted velvet VELLETRI; black weave throw with fringe JOKER and hand tufted floral rug VIGEANO (p.80).

VINIL sofa in yarn dyed chevron and in iridescent yarn dyed chevron VERSANNA in yarn dyed multicolour chevron VINCIN and in iridescent micro stripe cushion VERNAZZA (p.84, 62) and beach towel in yarn dyed velour with 3D effect chevron VASOLO (p.64).

Duvet cover and pillowcases in printed satin with poppies print VENICIA, LEVANTE screen and cushion in yarn dyed pendant lamp in VERBENA (p.86).

Loop pile yarn dyed stripe terrycloth with fringe VIVIETTE and velour with 3D effect multicolour chevron VASILU and in yarn dyed velour mouliné VERA (p.88, 89).

**EAST P.80**

Modular sofa TEKTONIK in positive/negative jacquard IDEOGRAAMMA SILK (p.92, 94, 96) with large toppers featuring the 12 signs of the Chinese zodiac (p.92, 98).

Cushions in cotton satin with embroidery ORSCOCO NICAMATO and printed ORSCOCO (p.96, 98).

IDEGRAAMMA TAPETTO, tufted rug with 3D effect (p.96, 100). Throw and fringed cushion, basket weave effect jacquard VOLFANG; cushions jacquard IDEOGRAAMMA SILK and in printed satin IDEOGRAAMMA (p.98). Cushions (p.98) and pouf or stripey flax fabric PRESCOTT; yarn dyed jacquard IDEOGRAAMMA SILK, printed satin IDEOGRAAMMA, flame fabric SAKAI PW (p.100).

MISS chairs in yarn dyed jacquard IDEOGRAAMMA SILK (p.101, 102), negative/positive effect, with backrest slip-on covers available in the 12 signs ORSCOCO (p.102).